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1. Introduction 
 

Technology has allowed the world to unlock extensions of talent that previous generations 
could not even dream of. However, electronic devices, vehicles, banking systems or social 
media platforms that are now a part of our daily lives are controlled by couple of 
technology giants. Monopolising an unethical industry, Big Tech is selling its users' 
information. People want their privacy back. Blockchain promises the most in protecting 
user privacy. The distributed nature and various forms of encryption on the blockchain 
allow users to interact securely through a fair and private system. Although the potential of 
blockchain is clear, the technology is in its infancy. SKYLEX Network was created to return to 
society financial freedom, transparency of transactions, the possibility of the free choice. 
We create a platform and an ecosystem from scratch, the main pillar of which is the 
freedom of the human being.  

 

2. Why Invest? Team of Stars 
 

SKYLEX was built with a lot of features to differentiate us from our competitors, but its 
greatest strength lies in the team behind it. We are confident that SKYLEX has massive 
potential to rise to the top because we are aimed to prove time and time again our ability to 
enter a crowded market, disrupt the status quo and become one of the dominant players. 
We will consistently demonstrate our ability to innovate, execute and grow rapidly. These 
qualities serve us well in helping us stay one step ahead of the competition. There is an 
enormous untapped potential in the cryptocurrency market, and we are excited to achieve 
our success with SKYLEX. We’d be ecstatic for investors and supporters (Skylex Stars) to join 
us on this journey.   

 

3. SKYLEX focuses 
 

SKYLEX focuses on providing technology, services and products that are fully functional and 
complete. This means: 

 
Live product  
Unlike many cryptocurrencies, blockchains, networks, and platforms that sell tokens, the 
SKYLEX and SLX Token and SLX Blockchain platforms are already live and actually functional. 
In addition, SKYLEX implements new technologies, services and products, which are in our 
timeline, always in accordance with the assumed timescale.   

 
Domain Expertise  
SKYLEX was designed by people who really know the products. Everything from SLX 
blockchain, SLX Nodes, SLX Coin, SKYLEX Network and its features was redesigned from the 
ground up by the heaviest user of the products. 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Fast Development Cycle   
SKYLEX is able to scale and leverage tech team fast - an experienced, battle-tested group 
used to building blockchains, crypto-based platforms and complex crypto-trading systems 
under time pressure. This means that our development cycle is much shorter than others; 
we can roll out multiple large features per day. 

 

4. Strategies to Acquire Users and Grow Volume 
 

For many new cryptocurrency and NFT exchanges, the plan to acquire users and drive 
volume is typically as following: 
• Release PR articles on traditional and established crypto news outlets for English, 

Chinese and Korean audiences. 
• Employ influencers from social apps like Twitter, Reddit, Bitcointalk, Wechat, 

Kakaotalk, Telegram, Youtube, Medium, etc. 
• Community Management 
• AMA, interviews, 'ICO reviews' 
• Affiliate programs 
• Strong Affiliate Marketing 
• SEO 
• Hosting meetups 
• Bounty programs and Smart airdrops 
• Contests and competitions 

 
SKYLEX on the other hand, will employ a combination of the all above to aggressively 
expand our brand.   

 
Future Initiatives  
In the future we are planning to add options, exchange traded tokens, lending, spot margin 
trading and much more to SKYLEX Exchange. 

 

5. Token Utility 
 

SLX is the backbone of the SKYLEX ecosystem. We have carefully designed incentive 
schemes to increase network effects and demand for SLX. 

 
Increasing Utility of SLX:  
Token Burn 
One third of all fees generated on SKYLEX will be used for an SLX repurchase, until at least 
half of all SLX tokens is burned.  Any SLX bought this way will be burned. What is more all 
SLX Tokens sold on SKYLEX Network and other partnership platforms are burned. 
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Collateral (Skylex Exchange) 
SLX will be used as collateral for futures positions. This increases utility and demand for SLX. 
The same applies when we launch margin trading in the future. 
Discount on Trading Fees 
Customers who hold a certain amount of SLX for a period of time will receive lower SKYLEX 
Exchange fees. This will further increase demand for SLX. 
White Label Solutions 
Several crypto institutions have expressed strong interest in purchasing a white label 
version of our SwapApp and SKYLEX Exchange. We foresee that this trend will rise when we 
release this products to the market. These white label solutions will be also able to 
purchase in SLX. 
Future Expansion 
SLX is the backbone of the SKYLEX ecosystem. There are many ways SLX will be used as we 
add more products and features to SKYLEX. For instance, when we launch a spot exchange 
in the future, SLX will be used for initial exchange offerings. 

 

6. Challenges on the market 
 

6.1. Challenge 1 - AML/KYC 
Governments of many countries around the world, year to year tighten their control 
over the cryptocurrency market. Many governments have realized that the 
cryptocurrency market is spinning out of their control. Until a few years ago, 
cryptocurrencies gave full freedom of transactions to their users. However, this is 
changing. Most trackable currencies are tracked by government agencies' algorithms 
and by specialized companies that track traffic in the financial world of 
cryptocurrencies. In addition, we are currently witnessing a tightening of the KYC / 
AML policy, which aims to control the cashflow of cryptocurrencies and their users as 
much as possible. The KYC / AML policy is being rolled out on most cryptocurrency 
exchanges and is also starting to roll out even in online wallets (including mobile app 
wallets and browser online wallets). It all goes against the whole idea of the 
cryptocurrencies. SKYLEX Network was created to start reversing this process and 
support the original idea behind cryptocurrencies. Skylex is working on a network of 
companies (i.e. economic structure) that will help link the transparency of SKYLEX with 
preserving the privacy of users at one time.   

 
6.2. Challenge 2 - Protecting from financial frauds 

The cryptocurrency market and user base grow rapidly day by day. The number of 
companies who offer investments online multiplies every year by year. Along with the 
increase in the number of companies offering earnings through investments online, 
there are also more and more High Yield Investment Programs (HYIP) created in time. 
Lots of new entities who are providing ICO’s, forex companies, trading companies, 
revenue share companies, exchanges and cryptocurrency wallets that offer high ROI 
often turn out not to be who they are. Typically, these entities turn out to be financial 
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frauds without having real products and services. The majority of companies that offer 
high ROI are not entities with innovative technology or ideas, but ordinary companies 
based on avalanche sales. SKYLEX brings stability to investing in cryptocurrencies and 
node validating in the easiest way, providing real technology, digital services and 
products to its users. And all of this - in transparent way, and ready-to-run original 
solutions.  

 
6.3. Challenge 3 - Navigating UI 

Some of the most common issues encountered is putting up a cryptocurrency wallet or 
service with the most basic of functions and letting the users figure out how to 
navigate the UI and its functions because this a first of its kind and the features count 
more than UI. This is a common theme when market voids have to be filled at a rapid 
pace. This is why SKYLEX Network has explored multiple platforms and used best 
features and marketing plans that are known to make entering the investing online for 
users easier whether being an experienced user or not.  

 
6.4. Challenge 4 - Rewards and referral system  

Most referral systems in the market aim to make a one-off bonus on a sign up with no 
further benefits (in regular/real companies). There is also a lot of companies, who offer 
extreme high ROI’s and badly balanced compensation plans, services and products. 
This limits users, and cut their wings and their pockets. We do not support such 
solutions, activity and ideas. SKYLEX Network is introducing an innovative 
compensation plan and economy, for it’s users to earn and benefit from spreading the 
SKYLEX Network to the wider community. All this is based on well-developed and 
upgraded over time products that will allow the entire community to participate in 
SKYLEX Network project and generate profits for years on SLX token.  

  
6.5. Challenge 5 - Structure system 

Many companies implement the Binary structure earning system to sell their products. 
Companies advertise it as being the most efficient and paying the highest commissions, 
which is not true. The Binary System consists of two branches (legs), left and right, 
each of which is a weaker or stronger leg. When a company pays a profit of, for 
example, 10% of the team's binary turnover, it means that it only pays 10% of the 
turnover generated by one (weaker) branch (leg). Ultimately, the user only gets small 
part of their team's turnover instead of 10%. This is a common marketing trick. SKYLEX 
offers a powerful Unilevel structure referral system that is simple, easy to understand 
and straightforward. We do sell our products, nodes and technology using Unilevel 
system - and our users are able to get rewards easily by participating in SKYLEX 
Network.   

 
6.6. Challenge 6 - Return on investment 

Most of real, stable and transparent companies who provide referral programs, do not 
realize, that one of the most important thing for their investors is their capital and its 
return. SKYLEX Network found genuine solution to this matter, by introducing several 
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types of bonuses and rewards including Cashback Bonus (within 30-days 100% capital 
is back), Rank Bonus, Global Bonus, Leadership Bonus, Matrix Structure System, 
Unilevel System and more. Each SKYLEX and user-side income is based on sales of real 
technology, cryptocurrency, nodes, products and services, that have real value in the 
digital world.    

 
6.7. Challenge 7 - Stable Income - SLX Passive Wallet 

Passive income is something that provides stability in the life of each person. Having a 
stable long-term income, people are able to have peace of mind and are able to make 
plans for the future easily with no stress about their budget. SKYLEX is aware about 
this, that’s why we introduce SLX Passive Wallet, where part of your rewards and 
bonuses are accumulated on your account special Validator, to secure your future and 
give you the SLX financial stability. 

7. Who stands behind SKYLEX Network? 
 

We are group of programists, mathematicians, experienced traders and marketers, who 
created platform based on our wide experience in investing online. We will do our best to 
lead our customers to their financial freedom through our technology and ecosystem which 
was designed to work for common good. One of our goals is to give our community the 
opportunity to create stable long-term company based on SKYLEX technology, SLX 
cryptocurrency, our products and services. In addition, we are focused on creating fully 
transparent financial and communication tools for our community, because we believe that 
every human has to live their live 100%. The administrative entity of the Skylex Network 
service is Sky LLC, registered under incorporation number: 1854, Kingstown, St. Vincent and 
the Grenadines, the technology provider is SKYLEX Technologies UAB registered under 
number 306109148, Vilnius, Lithuania.   

 
SKYLEX Technologies UAB is fully licensed company which obtains legal government 
permission for: 
Virtual currency exchange operator, 
Operator of depository virtual currency wallets.  

 

8. SKYLEX Network is Community, Simplicity, and System Transparency 
in one 

 
In SKYLEX Network, we place the interest of our community at the heart of the business. 
This is where the community takes charge and follows these delineated set of actions as 
they inch a step closer to becoming a part of our constantly growing family. Our service is 
ingeniously designed to work for you at all times. Leverage our strategies and technology, 
expand your network and make it all work to the best of your advantage. SKYLEX Network 
operates on its first keystone of simplicity. We ensure the perfect recipe of assured success 
as we bring our expertise to every table while always keeping you on the loop. 
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9. Technology, Nodes, SLX Token 
 

9.1. SLX Nodes 
 

SKYLEX Network offers its users SLX Nodes. SLX Nodes contain a specific number of SLX 
tokens and allow you to participate in confirming transactions on the SLX network, which 
ultimately translates into participation in the profits from confirmed transactions. By 
purchasing SLX Nodes, each user joins the activity SKYLEX Network, which maximizes and 
stabilizes the profits achieved by the SKYLEX Network ecosystem. All transactions carried 
out on exchanges by SKYLEX Network are available for viewing in our Blockchain, which is 
based on Ethereum Virtual Machine (EVM), hybrid of a fork of Binance Smart Chain and 
Polygon to give expected performance of 250 transactions per second. The profit generated 
by SLX Nodes equals 0.41% daily and is paid out in SLX Tokens. 
 

9.2. SLX Node Types 
 

There is 9 different SLX Nodes that each user can purchase and start earning. Each SLX Node 
consists different amount of SLX tokens. The larger the SLX Node is, the more SLX 
transactions it validates, which translates into a higher share in the profits from the 
network.  

 
9.3. Limitation of Skylex Nodes 

 
SKYLEX makes sure that the largest possible community has the opportunity to participate 
in the project, therefore the number of SLX Nodes is limited for each user. There is 9 
different SLX Nodes available. Each user can purchase only 5 SLX Nodes of each kind with 
the exception of the smallest SLX Node (Darwin). It’s forbidden to purchase more SLX Nodes 
by making multi-accounts. 

 
9.4. Limitation of Nodes (Weight) 

 
There is a total SLX Tokens that are set for SLX Nodes distribution. This number of SLX 
Tokens in the nodes with limited available quantity equals 20,000,000,000 SLX tokens. Basic 
SLX Node “Darwin” has no quantity limit. “Darwin” SLX Node sale ends in the event when all 
other node types are sold out. Each node is a collection of native tokens with a certain 
representation in weight. One node is one entity and cannot be broken down into individual 
coins. Each node comes as a package to be delegated to add to the proof the weight of the 
holder’s authority in the validation mechanism. 
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9.5. Available Nodes 
 

Node Name Node quantity Token Lock 
Darwin Up to limit 2,500 SLX 
Nobel 250,000 10,000 SLX 
Copernicus 50,000 50,000 SLX 
Galileo 25,000 100,000 SLX 
Archimedes 10,000 250,000 SLX 
Edison 5,000 500,000 SLX 
Gauss 2,500 1,000,000 SLX 
Newton 1,000 2,500,000 SLX 
Einstein 500 5,000,000 SLX 

 
 

9.6. Current Production 
 

Each node has a fixed amount of SLX Coins that will be issued to the holder's SLX address upon 
completion of the SLX node's operation. What is more as long as the SLX node is owned, the 
additional SLX rewards are collected from the Skylex SLX Master Wallet and delegated to the SLX 
Node holder's SLX addresses (i.e. Main Wallets). Once activated, every node is going to claim its 
block rewards starting the block after successful activation and delegator rewards. 

 
9.7. Passive - Long Term rewards guarantee by Personal SLX Validator i.e. Passive 

Wallet. 
 

When all SLX nodes are sold out, all Nodes holders will maintain the same level of SLX 
rewards, oscillating 0.41% daily. Moreover, every user can delegate their native SLX tokens 
to their Personal SLX Validator, which is an additional validator on each user Skylex Account. 
The Skylex SLX Master Wallet divides the prizes awarded for the verification of transactions 
between network users, according to the number of SLX Tokens delegated to their Personal 
SLX Validators. 

 
Notice: Above estimations about accumulated SLX Tokens are made only for this 
presentation purpose and are added to users wallets in SLX Tokens. 
 

9.8. SLX Nodes rewards calculation 
 

SLX Nodes: 
Each Node generates 0.41% of block rewards every day. This applies to its first year of 
operation. There is maximum amount set for every SLX Node that it can work out which is 
148% per one year, and cannot exceed it (note: rewards can be multiplied by Auto-Stake 
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feature). Each Node works for 5 calendar years, each 1 subsequent year generating half of 
the profit from the previous year. What does it mean? This means that if the generated 
profit in the first year was 148% rewards in total, in the following years it will be 74% (2nd 
year), 37% (3rd year), 18,5% (4th year) and 9,25% (5th year). Therefore, the total profit 
obtained in the following years will be (in total):  

 

Node Name Production  
per Block Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 

Darwin 0.000593171 3,690 1,845 923 461 231 

Nobel 0.002372685 14,760 7,380 3,690 1,845 923 

Copernicus 0.011863426 73,800 36,900 18,450 9,225 4,613 

Galileo 0.023726852 147,600 73,800 36,900 18,450 9,225 

Archimedes 0.059317130 369,000 184,500 92,250 46,125 23,063 

Edison 0.118634259 738,000 369,000 184,500 92,250 46,125 

Gauss 0.237268519 1,476,000 738,000 369,000 184,500 92,250 

Newton 0.593171296 3,690,000 1,845,000 922,500 461,250 230,625 

Einstein 1.186342593 7,380,000 3,690,000 1,845,000 922,500 461,250 

 
9.9. SLX Mainnet 

 
Mainnet launch is approaching approximately in Q3/2023 and is dependent on the total SLX 
in Nodes sale. SKYLEX Network plans and maintains focus on reliability and high transaction 
throughput at a minimal cost to its users. SKYLEX Network's primary focus, its native 
decentralized SKYLEX Exchange DEX, with tokenization and high liquidity with consistent 
backing and array of assets as well as high transaction anonymity and speed of execution. 
High throughput of transactions, anonymity, speed of confirmations and low fees are some 
of the most requested features of cryptocurrency related community. 
 

9.10. Team and Community 
 

SKYLEX Network is centered around the community. SLX Token will allow users to 
vote for management and developer teams within the platform. Funding for the project 
comes from contributions by the SLX community. The community will vote on any proposed 
changes to the blockchain or platform and create a user-centric blockchain. The SKYLEX 
Network team shares a passion for blockchain technology. It is open to collaborating with 
other blockchain projects that keep the original idea of the cryptocurrencies. By integrating 
and collaborating with different platforms and tokens, project teams can benefit from the 
support of the broader community of followers that SKYLEX Network plans to build. SKYLEX 
Network aims not only to address the current limitations of blockchain technology through 
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its hybrid software solution but also to make a lasting contribution to the blockchain 
ecosystem by growing the global blockchain community. 

9.11. SLX Specification 
 

SLX is single native Layer-1 Coin (Layer 1 EVM), the hybrid of a fork of Binance Smart Chain 
and Polygon. Expected performance of regular of native coin is 250 transactions per second. 
Smart Contract based tokens such as ERC20 - 36 transactions per second. Current block 
finality duration = 5 seconds per each block, once Mainnet is launched blocks finality will be 
shorten to 3 seconds. Language used: GO. Smart Contracts built on top for testing - Solidity. 
Stress tests run from backend application to imitate transactions - Node JS. SKYLEX will 
publish the SLX spec on the day the token enters the Mainnet. Due to the variables involved 
in the development of new technologies, market unpredictability and random events, 
SKYLEX reserves the right to reschedule SLX's entry to Testnet (already launched) and 
Mainnet (Timeline), however, it undertakes to inform its clients 14 days in advance of any 
change of dates. 

 
9.12. Further SLX Token production and distribution 

 
Further products like SLX Staking Hubs will be implemented to Skylex Network after 100% Node sale 
to continue SLX distribution and market expansion (Staking Hubs will be available for purchase only 
via SLX Coins on Skylex CEX and DEX during sale phase to keep its price rising). 

 

10. Progress Timeline 
 

We combine the development of the SLX Network with the launch of new functionalities, 
services and products. In our Timeline section (https://skylex.network/timeline) we present 
the relationships on which we base the development steps of Skylex Network and its 
direction. 

11. Revenue Streams of SKYLEX and it’s Community 
 

11.1. Stream 1 
 

SKYLEX is developing the network of cooperating products and services like Skylex CEX 
Exchange, DEX Exchange, SwapApp Wallet, Metaverse, Social Media Network and more, to 
maximize users and company’s income, and strengthen the SKYLEX brand on the market. 
Combination of this features ensure the incredibly high stability of the entire ecosystem. 

 
11.2. Stream 2 

 
SKYLEX Network provides IVO of SLX token which is the core of our future ecosystem. SLX is 
Nodular Blockchain to Enable Smart Contracts. Each SLX node is received for 5 years by the 
user when purchasing the SLX Nodes on the SKYLEX Network platform. By purchasing a SLX 
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Node, the user joins the participation in profits from SLX nodes and then on Node Validating 
processes. 

11.3. Stream 3 
 

But there is coming much more in SKYLEX Network. In essence, revenue is generated 
through a combination of transactions validating, price gains and services that work in 
unison to leverage each other in their own ecosystem. SKYLEX Network is not only growing 
considerably, but has also encompassed other areas to stabilize and leverage revenue. 
These include its own SLX token (actual pre-launch price: 0,01 USD), its own Exchanges, CEX 
and DEX exchange (soon), and a crypto-denominated shopping area made within Metaverse 
and Skylex Social Network. Further services, cooperations and business cases are in 
progress, and will be announced on SKYLEX media channels and Timeline. 

 
11.4. Sum up 

 
To sum up: by purchasing SLX during IVO (actual pre-launch price: 0,01 USD, after 5% sold 
out SLX Tokens and SLX Nodes, price will go up), each user gets shares in SLX nodes, which 
profits them and the Skylex Network. 

12. Company Turnover Dedication 
 

Turnover Dedication 100% 

Marketing and expansion 28% 

Product development and upgrades 24% 

Company capitalization 22% 

Acquisition of other entities 20% 

Tokenizing and fees 3% 

Core Team 3% 

 

13. SKYLEX Products, Services and further Sources of Income 
 

13.1. SKYLEX Exchange (DEX & CEX) 
 

13.1.1. DEX 
SKYLEX is developing a fully decentralized cryptocurrency exchange (DEX) that will not 
collect any data from its users, except for an email address and username. Someone 
may say that there are such exchanges, but they are limited to cryptocurrency 
transactions only, due to the fact that financial institutions (such as banks) do not sign 
cooperation agreements with them, but even terminate them. Core Team behind 
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SKYLEX Network has two fully independent financial institutions in their portfolio, 
thanks to which SKYLEX will able to bypass this problem, providing our users with 
access to all features provided by the largest players on the market, while ensuring 
anonymity for our users.  

 
Note: SKYLEX is working on the economic structure in equal jurisdictions around the 
world in order to develop stability for the described solution. SKYLEX will keep its 
community updated on any progress and deadlines. Once a suitable solution is ready, 
SKYLEX will launch its CEX and DEX cryptocurrency exchange. SKYLEX Technologies UAB 
will not be the direct owner of the DEX exchange discussed in this Whitepaper. This 
factsheet does not in any way link the anonymous cryptocurrency exchange solution 
discussed above to the future technical solution of a financial institution allowing for 
anonymous transactions. SKYLEX Technologies UAB is not and will not be legally 
responsible for transactions performed on an anonymous exchange platform that will 
be owned by an entity in a different jurisdiction.  
 

13.1.2. CEX 
SKYLEX Technologies UAB is an owner and administrative entity only of Skylex 
Exchange (CEX). A centralized crypto exchange (CEX) is a product that provides you 
with a multitude of services such as a crypto trading platform (buy and sell 
transactions), account services (account funding and withdrawal), and customer 
support services. Centralized exchanges remain the most widely used method to buy 
and sell crypto. It is attractive to many crypto users since they are considered to be 
more convenient and easier to use than a decentralized exchange (DEX).  
 

13.2. SwapApp Wallet by SKYLEX - Multi-Currency Cryptocurrency Wallet App 
 

The multi signature feature is the fact that the user’s multi-coin wallets are generated from 
the same mnemonic phrases. This provides the user with the opportunity to sign into the 
user’s wallets any time without limitations or restore in any other compatible wallet, 
whether hardware or software.   
 
What is the SwapApp?   
It is an app that is completely focused on the client ownership and control. This type of 
wallet application works in the following way. The client side means private and secure. 
Why? The private keys to your wallet are not kept on any servers but instead are stored on 
your device and never leave it. They are created entirely on your device, and no one can get 
access to them or steal them. Even if there should be a hack attack on the server of users 
wallet, their funds are safe. What are the advantages of this? Wallet and funds are 
completely safe and protected. The user’s private keys are only the users. No third party can 
have access to them. The user’s funds are always easily accessible without any hindrance, 
and what is more, each user can choose any another wallet and access or transfer their 
funds with the mnemonic phrases. 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Swap function 
While being in the wallet application the user will be able to execute swaps from one 
cryptocurrency to another with minimal effort. Each user will only need to choose what to 
swap and how much, no need to enter addresses, it is all automated in the background. The 
swap process takes less than 45 minutes and depends on what currency is being swapped. 
 
Buy/Sell Cryptocurrencies 
Many users starting out in the cryptocurrency economy all seem to have the same issue, 
where do I get the first coins or tokens? SwapApp gives the users the possibility to buy 
directly in the application with their chosen bank card. Soon, bank transfers will enable both 
buying and selling directly from and to your bank account. 
 

13.3. Skylex in Metaverse – FreeCity 
 

13.3.1. What is Metaverse? 
The metaverse is a vision of what many in the computer industry believe is the next 
iteration of the internet: a single, shared, immersive, persistent, 3D virtual space 
where humans experience life in ways they could not in the physical world. Metaverse 
is also a shared and immersive virtual world in which players, usually represented by 
unique characters called avatars that can interact with each other, construct 
experiences, and create in-world objects and landscapes. Metaverses typically have 
their own intrinsic economies and cryptocurrencies, with which users can buy, sell, and 
trade characters, digital real estate, items, avatar accessories, and many more. 
Metaverse also provides visual treat via a computer, virtual reality (VR) headset, or 
smartphone. Their ownership is recorded on the blockchain and can even be 
exchanged for digital assets or cryptocoins like Skylex Coin (SLX), Bitcoin (BTC) and 
Ether (ETH) on a number of decentralized exchanges (DEXs). 

 
13.3.2. Future With Metaverse 

The changes that Metaverse will bring are definitely far-reaching and is expected to hit 
nearly $42 billion globally by 2026. With Skylex Metaverse, users can easily move back 
and forth between the two worlds enabling us to use VR and AR technologies to 
improve our lives in the physical world. For instance, VR can be used to train for 
dangerous tasks or surgery and AR to overlay digital onto the physical world, thus 
enhancing our universe not limited to social networking, online shopping, financial 
transactions and even gaming, taking over the whole world. 

 
13.3.3. Ingenious New Technology 

According to experts estimations, the metaverse could be worth $800 billion in global 
business by the year 2024 and over $2 Trillion by the year 2030 and is likely to be the 
future of the internet. Metaverse is no surprise that it will have a huge impact on 
digital media, gaming, ecommerce and almost all sectors and its level of disruption will 
cause is hard to gauge, but there is no question that it will pave new and innovative 
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way of living the life. Skylex is aware of it, thats why we will introduce Metaverse 
online gaming, starting with digital universum called FreeCity. 

 
13.3.4. SLX Coin in Metaverse 

SLX Coins will be used as Metaverse currency used to make transactions within the 
Metaverse - FreeCity. Since Metaverse development platform solutions are based on 
the blockchain, transactions on underlying networks are near-instant. Skylex 
Metaverse developed services will be designed to ensure trust and security, making 
the best metaverse NFT platform a perfect environment for an secure and free 
economy. 

 
13.4. SKYLEX Referral and Affiliate Program 

 
13.4.1. Proof Of Ownership 

You could show an exact transcript of your transactions on the blockchain while at 
work to show accountability. 

 
13.4.2. Digital Collectibility 

Skylex creates stunning metaverse assets that are 100% original and unique and can 
never be copied or forged. 

 
13.4.3. Transfer Of Value 

The metaverse facilitates trade of assets between users across different spaces in the 
metaverse securely ensuring trust. 

 
13.4.4. Governance 

The ability to control the administration and rules of your interaction with the 
metaverse will enhance the business. 

 
13.4.5. Accessibility 

An SLX metaverse platform with a wallet makes it one of the most accessible ways to 
manage finances and an online, digital identity. 

 
13.4.6. Interoperability 

A single metaverse easily connects multiple projects, and Skylex with its blockchain 
technology already has solutions for this. 

 
13.4.7. Augmented Reality 

From Virtual or Augmented Reality, to desktop browsers and mobile devices, a 
metaverse can use a range of devices to take its users to a different reality where they 
can build relationships, invest in assets, visit places, attend concerts, shop, work, play, 
learn, travel and even buy real estate. Join Skylex and the FreeCity. 
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13.4.8. Digital Economies 
The economic potential of our Metaverse solutions includes DeFi, NFTs and blockchain 
games to showcase how it can lead to a completely new economy of its own. 

 
13.5. SKYLEX Referral and Affiliate Program  

 
Referrals and affiliations between users are some of the most powerful tools of spreading a 
vision, especially if it’s one that gives back to the community making everything possible. 
The marketing strategy implemented that SKYLEX has chosen is where the users get 
commissions for sales of our products and vision as well as free bonuses from the company 
itself. The company also decided to run marketing campaigns that involve PR Marketing 
and produce high quality content on social media and news outlets. The strategy behind 
the combination of these marketing channels is to achieve as much organic growth as 
possible. SKYLEX creators believe strongly that the key to success is highly satisfied user. 
This can only be achieved by an easy way of navigation functions, the possibility to earn 
rewards and most importantly a company and team that is dedicated to a common vision. 

 
13.6. Premium Account and Matrix Structure System (soon)  

 
Premium Account gives access to exclusive SKYLEX functionalities. When you buy the 
Premium Account, you unlock new features in SKYLEX Network, lower fees in Skylex 
CEX/DEX and SwapApp, also in SKYLEX Social Network and get advertising views within it, 
receive a certain number of SLX Tokens and the opportunity to spend them within SKYLEX 
Social Network (on advertising campaigns, live broadcasts etc.). What is more, by 
purchasing one of 7 different Premium Account options, you get position in Matrix Sales 
System. 

 
13.7. Matrix Structure System (soon) 

 
Matrix Structure System is available for Premium Account owners. Matrix Structure System 
is nothing more than a modern system that binds many users to a hierarchical structure. 
Inviting other people to cooperate, they become part of the structure, from which we then 
get benefits in the form of sales commissions. Thanks to this powerful marketing tool, every 
user is able to multiply their sales and earnings, receiving up to 50% of profit on the 
earnings of all their direct partners and 5% on the earnings of every person in their 
structure. By participating in Matrix Structure System you will skyrocket your rewards, sales, 
team size and you will contribute to the incredibly fast development of SKYLEX Network. 

 
13.8. SKYLEX Social Network (soon) 

 
SKYLEX Social Network is a multimedia social networking site that meets the needs of users 
and finally, first time, keeps their privacy. The brilliance to combine two of the most 
powerful methods in business; innovative, cutting–edge online solutions and technology 
(through its own social media platform) with the powerful business model of Network 
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Marketing, SKYLEX will provide an opportunity for millions of people to connect with each 
other and build a better future. SKYLEX Social Network will let its users invite an unlimited 
number of friends and associates to communicate with each other, create chat groups, 
share information, post photos, send text messages, enjoy games and have access to digital 
products and services, as well as extraordinary discounts and rewards. All of this with full 
freedom of speech, bots-free environment, and full anonymity - you will provide to SKYLEX 
Social Network only data you want, and SKYLEX will never ask for more. Never and ever. 

 

14. KYC/AMC and personal information 
 

Skylex only collects data from its users that are required by the law of a given jurisdiction 
and for the proper functioning of the platform and its branches. During the registration 
process, Skylex Network does not require KYC / AML. On the other hand, all users who 
decide to start operating on SKYLEX Network platform, are obliged to do the KYC / AML 
process. 

 

15. Why should I join SKYLEX? 
 

Every investment is a risk, but most of investment companies doesn’t mention about it. 
SKYLEX speaks openly and directly about the risk you incur by investing your capital with 
SKYLEX, as well as with other entities. SKYLEX does it’s best on any step to play open cards 
with its independent associates. By choosing the right strategy and the amount of your 
investment, you are able to build your wealth in an eye-blink, and lead others to financial 
independence. In addition, you, along with other affiliates and investors, push the SKYLEX to 
mutual success. For our partners, customers and investors, we have created the most 
balanced investment and marketing tool and ecosystem that grows day by day to ensure 
their longest share in profits. Sell, invest, learn, teach and earn. Use our referral and sales 
programs to multiply your income many times over. Join us boldly and achieve mutual 
success with us and whole SKYLEX community. 

 

16. Disclaimer 
 

The purpose of the following whitepaper is a technical overview. It is not intended to be a 
comprehensive or final design. Non-critical aspects are not covered. This article is for 
discussion purposes only and does not contain investment advice of any kind. SKYLEX 
Network encourages readers to seek appropriate and independent professional advice to 
inform themselves about their investments' legal requirements and tax implications, both 
within SKYLEX Network and within the blockchain industry. Investments should only be 
made with the assistance of an independent financial advisor in the context of their 
nationals or country of residence and businesses to purchase, hold or trade in SLX Token or 
any other token. Please note that this White Paper does not constitute an offer to sell or a 
solicitation for an offer to purchase for anyone whose participation in a token sale may be 
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illegal. Those who are banned from participating should not participate. Please consult your 
attorney or accountant to determine whether it is legal for you to join in this coin sale. This 
document should not be construed as intended to create an investment contract. This 
White Paper may be revised so that the newest edition always appears on our website. For 
each revision cycle, we will provide notes on what has changed and the rationale for the 
change. Versions of the White Paper (as indicated by consecutive edition numbers) may 
contain information that may override, clarify, or contradict previous versions; In this case, 
the latest version should be considered the most accurate and up-to-date. Therefore, 
versions available outside the SKYLEX Network website may contain outdated or inaccurate 
information. The most current whitepaper version can be found online at: SKYLEX.network.
  
The purpose of this whitepaper is to provide prospective purchasers with the information 
on SKYLEX’s project and vision to permit the prospective purchasers to make their own 
decision as to whether or not they wish to proceed to purchase SKYLEX Tokens (“SLX”), join 
SKYLEX Network, SKYLEX Social Network or Matrix Structure System. Commissions received 
by the SKYLEX users for acting as an intermediary in the purchase of SKYLEX Goods/Services 
between the Customers and the Service Provider are awarded as a Bonus (granted in the 
form of SLX Tokens), features, services, products or as a prize. In accordance with the Terms 
and Conditions, as specified in the Marketing Plan, each SKYLEX Network user must meet 
required qualifications in order to receive the remuneration from the entire sales 
organization and meet his/her Personal Activity Requirement. 

 
This whitepaper does not constitute an offer or invitation, or any other sale or purchase of 
shares, securities, or any of the assets. Any possession of SLX shall not grant any rights in 
any form to the user, including but not limited to any rights of ownership, interest, profit, 
redemption, property or intellectual property, decision making, or any other such rights, 
such as any rights of financial or legal nature, in SKYLEX or its affiliates. The only right 
afforded is the right to hold the hold the SLX tokens purchased or acquired. 

 
Skylex Technologies UAB has taken reasonable care to ensure that, as at the date of this 
whitepaper, the information contained herein is accurate to the best its knowledge and 
there are no other facts, the omission of which, would make misleading any statement in 
this whitepaper. No representation, warranty, assurance or undertaking is made as to its 
continued accuracy after such date and all future amendments will be deemed correct at 
time of publication. The information contained in this whitepaper may be subject to 
modification, supplementation and amendment at any time and from time to time.  

 
The following content provided is for informational purposes related to our approach of 
providing a solution based on blockchain technology. The information may not be 
comprehensive and does not imply any elements of a contractual relationship. This 
document does not constitute the provision of investment or professional advisory services. 
SKYLEX does not guarantee, and accept legal liability whatsoever arising from or connected 
to, the accuracy, reliability, or completeness of any material contained in this document. 
Prospective purchasers of SLX are wholly responsible for ensuring that all aspects of this 
whitepaper and the Terms are acceptable to them. The purchase of SLX may involve special 
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risks that could lead to a loss of all or a substantial portion of the purchase amount. SKYLEX 
Technologies UAB does not represent, warrant, undertake or assure that the SLX are defect, 
virus free or will meet any specific requirements of a prospective purchaser. You should 
only purchase SLX if you can afford a complete loss. Unless you fully understand and accept 
the nature of the SKYLEX Network Ecosystem and the potential risks inherent in the 
purchase of SLX you should not make any investments in SKYLEX Network. 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